Dear Eighth graders,

Hope you are enjoying an unexpected day off from school today. In this Blizzard bag you will find three
articles. Please read the article for the snow day we are on then answer and print off the questions only.
This will need to be turned in when you return to school. It will be graded. Please make sure that you
also have the spelling assignments done also.
Day one- read the story Dream Job- Geographer and answer the questions at the end of the story.
Day two- read the story Dream Job- Special effects animator and answer the questions at the end of the
story.
Day three- read the story Dream Job- Herpetologist and answer the questions at the end of the story.

Have a wonderful day off and see you tomorrow.
Mrs. Thomas

Dream Jobs: Herpetologist (snake
scientist)
By National Geographic, adapted by Newsela staﬀ on 10.02.17
Word Count 855
Level 1030L

Dr. Zoltan Takacs studies snakes and their venom. Photo from National Geographic.

Dr. Zoltan Takacs didn't collect comic books or trading cards as a kid. He collected something
a bit diﬀerent: snakes.
Takacs is a herpetologist, a scientist who studies reptiles and amphibians. He currently works
as a research associate and assistant professor at the University of Chicago, in the United
States. Originally, he is from the Eastern European country of Hungary. He said his interest in
snakes came from spending his childhood summers in Transylvania, which is a region in
another Eastern European country called Romania.
"That's where I was exposed ﬁrst to snakes, reptiles, amphibians and other wildlife, so I
started to catch them [and] take them home," he said. "Later, in high school, this turned into a
more advanced snake-keeping hobby. That's how I got into the snake business."
His early experiences with snakes were not always pleasant. "I kept vipers at home in my
room, and I got bitten [once]," he said. "It was my mistake, just as the other six bites I have
had since then."
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"I gave anti-venom to myself," Takacs continued, "just to ﬁnd out a few weeks later that I'm
allergic to the snake anti-venom! I did learn a lot during that early period."

"The Coolest Molecules Nature Ever Invented"
Eventually, Takacs developed a particular interest in snake venom, a poisonous ﬂuid some
snakes produce and use on their prey. There are four major types of venom: cytotoxic,
hemotoxic, neurotoxic and proteolytic.

Cytotoxic venom kills ﬂesh in the area around the bite. The venom of Africa's puﬀ adder, for
example, is cytotoxic. Hemotoxic venom targets the prey's blood and heart, preventing blood
from clotting or causing heart attacks. The venom of North America's eastern diamondback
rattlesnake is hemotoxic. Neurotoxic venoms target the brain and spine and are generally the
most dangerous. The venom of Asia's coral snakes is neurotoxic. Finally, proteolytic venom
targets the structure of the molecules in the prey's body. This venom is actually a digestive
ﬂuid that begins to break down the prey's ﬂesh so the snake can better digest it. Many pit viper
species, including South America's wutu, have proteolytic venom.
All venomous snakes have fangs, which are long hollow teeth that deliver venom as the snake
bites into a victim. There are three diﬀerent types of fangs.
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Fixed fangs are permanently ﬁxed in the front of a snake's mouth. Snakes with ﬁxed fangs are
called elapids and include cobras. Folded fangs are longer and are hinged so that they fold up
into a snake's upper jaw when they're not being used. Snakes that have folded fangs are
called vipers. Colubrid fangs are short and located at the back, not the front, of the snake's
mouth. Cat snakes, native to Asia and Australia, are an example of colubrid snakes.
"I think the venom and the molecules in the venom—the toxins—are the coolest molecules
nature ever invented," Takacs said. His interest in venom led him to learn pharmacology,
which is the study of drugs and their eﬀects.

Poison As A Cure
Although venoms can be deadly, they can also provide valuable medical assistance for some
diseases. Venom that prevents blood from clotting, for instance, may help create a drug for
heart attack victims.
Takacs went on to become one of the inventors of designer toxin technology. This is a method
of uncovering the ways that animal venoms can be used to combat human ailments. "Why
don't we use these toxins nature pre-made for us and try to tweak [them] a little bit and come
up with a toxin which is exactly doing what we want a drug to do?" he asked.
Takacs said that he and his fellow scientists have created a toxin library. "It is like a key and a
lock," he said. "If you have a speciﬁc key (the toxin) for a particular lock (the target), then you
can cure diseases." His team has already made progress on a drug for certain diseases like
arthritis and diabetes.

A Passion For Exploration
Takacs has traveled to some of the world's most extreme environments in search of snake
venoms. Some of his missions have turned into life-threatening adventures. During a 2008 trip
to the Amazon rain forest, a snake bite almost killed him, but his co-workers sped him by boat
to a hospital in the Brazilian city of Manaus just in time. Once he knew he would survive the
attack, Takacs wandered through the hospital and took pictures of other patients who had
been bitten by snakes.
Another close call came when Takacs was on a venom collection mission in an African rain
forest back in 2003. "A forest elephant in Cameroon was looking eye to eye at me," he said.
Takacs' guide told him to stay still, then spoke directly to the elephant, and the elephant
walked away.
For Takacs, who is also an aircraft pilot and a scuba diver, the pursuit of snake venoms is an
excuse to travel the world. "My passion for snakes," he said, "is part of a larger passion for
wildlife and the Earth and exploration."
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Quiz
1

Read the selection/paragraph from the section "Poison As A Cure."

Takacs went on to become one of the inventors of designer toxin
technology. This is a method of uncovering the ways that animal
venoms can be used to combat human ailments. "Why don't we use
these toxins nature pre-made for us and try to tweak [them] a little bit
and come up with a toxin which is exactly doing what we want a drug
to do?" he asked.
What conclusion is BEST supported by the paragraph above?

2

(A)

Speciﬁc properties of the venom can be rearranged to treat many human
illnesses.

(B)

Takacs has invented a treatment for diﬀerent diseases that is based on natural
toxins.

(C)

Scientists are using toxins to create new antidotes for venomous snakebites.

(D)

Designer toxin technology creates drugs that are similar to the animal venoms.

Which section from the article BEST highlights the idea that the anatomy of venomous snakes is
varied.
(A)

Introduction [paragraphs 1-5]

(B)

"The Coolest Molecules Nature Ever Invented"

(C)

"Poison As A Cure"

(D)

"A Passion For Exploration"
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Read the paragraph from the section "Poison As A Cure."

Takacs said that he and his fellow scientists have created a toxin
library. "It is like a key and a lock," he said. "If you have a speciﬁc key
(the toxin) for a particular lock (the target), then you can cure
diseases." His team has already made progress on a drug for certain
diseases like arthritis and diabetes.
Which word from the paragraph helps you understand that Takacs is collecting and recording
many diﬀerent samples of venom?

4

(A)

created

(B)

library

(C)

key

(D)

progress

Read the paragraph from the section "A Passion For Exploration."

For Takacs, who is also an aircraft pilot and a scuba diver, the pursuit
of snake venoms is an excuse to travel the world. "My passion for
snakes," he said, "is part of a larger passion for wildlife and the Earth
and exploration."
Why did Takacs use the word "excuse"?
(A)

to highlight how travel is an essential part of his job

(B)

to indicate how his research ﬁts into his larger goals

(C)

to show how he justiﬁes all the travel he does

(D)

to explain why he can travel all over the world
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Dream Jobs: Special effects animator
By Mark King, The Guardian, adapted by Newsela staff on 12.18.16
Word Count 881

TOP: Special effects animator Kevin Spruce in his West End studio in London, England. Sarah Lee for The Guardian.

The screensaver on Kevin Spruce's computer shows vivid green symbols tumbling down
his PC. It's the same letters and numbers that cascade down computers in the science
ﬁction movie "The Matrix." In that ﬁlm, actor Keanu Reeves is invited to take a trip "down the
rabbit hole" to discover an alternative reality. While walking around Spruce's ofﬁces, I
occasionally feel as though I'm on a similar journey.
I'm in the London ofﬁces of Framestore, the largest visual effects and computer animation
studio in Europe. As I sit talking to Spruce, I'm surrounded by a foot-tall sculpture of a
polar bear from "The Golden Compass" and a model of a stegosaurus from the British
television series "Walking With Dinosaurs." Walls are plastered with sketches of monsters
and elves. Animators' computer screens shimmer with computer-generated images.

Mental Checklist Of Details
We're on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of an old soap factory, where Spruce is the head of animation in the
visual effects department. All around me animators sit wearing headphones. They have
barely noticed me arrive.
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Spruce explains that they are in the zone. "There is a mental checklist of so many details to
remember while you're animating ... that you almost go into a trance. If you were to tap an
animator on the shoulder while they're working, they'll jump and look around at you in
shock."
Since he has been head of animation, Spruce doesn't ﬁnd himself in the zone as often as
he'd like, but there are other perks. He was personally invited by the director Spike Jonze
to the U.S. premiere of "Where the Wild Things Are." He found himself mingling with stars
James Gandolﬁni, Mark Ruffalo and Forest Whitaker.

Delivering Visual Effects On Time And On Budget
It's all a long way from college, where Spruce studied graphic design in the 1980s. After
several early jobs, he settled at Framestore in 2000. In 10 years, Spruce has moved from
animator to supervisor and now head of department. In his current position, he marshals
teams of animators to deliver visual effects on ﬁlms, TV programs and commercials. The
projects must be on time and at the agreed-upon cost.
Spruce and I pull a dazed worker out of his "zone" and he shows us the completed effects
for a three- to four-second scene from the 2010 "The Chronicles of Narnia: Voyage of the
Dawn Treader." I'm amazed at the level of detail required to produce the effects for just a
few seconds of ﬁlm.
Each scene can take up to four weeks to perfect, with different animators working on
individual elements at the same time. But work is often tweaked or scrapped along the
way.

New Software Shortens Time It Takes To Produce Work
Part of Spruce's role is to bring in new projects. The process involves meeting producers
and directors and reading scripts. He also details exactly what visual effects will be
required, how much they will cost and how long it will take to deliver them.
Spruce and others at Framestore are obviously successful at this process. Films his team
has completed work on include blockbuster hits such as "The Dark Knight" and the James
Bond ﬁlm "Quantum of Solace," as well as the ﬁrst installment of "Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows."
But Spruce prefers mixing with his animators, animating and keeping up to date with
developments in visual effects. "New software is coming out all the time that allows you to
do new things or to halve the time it takes to do other things. The industry is constantly
evolving," he says.
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I leave Spruce gazing at the drawings that cover his walls. They are ideas for ﬁlms
featuring new worlds and characters that we may one day see brought to life in theaters.
Later, as I walk around London's dull, gray streets, I realize why he enjoys his time down
the rabbit hole so much. It's an alternative world where talking lions and excitable elves coexist happily with humans. It's where magic is created.

Job Stats
Pay: Salaries for animators range from around £25,000 (almost $31,000) to around
£60,000 (about $74,000).
Hours: Core hours are 9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. On occasion animators are expected to work
longer as they head toward the end of a project.
Work-life balance: "It can get bad when we're at the end of a project, but I try to ﬁt all my
work into the core hours so I don't have to stay late too often."
Highs: "Working with animators and being part of the creative process is the most
rewarding part of the job, as well as helping junior animators to develop."
Lows: "Any frustration I have is with the length of time it takes to get a scene completed –
you can sometimes lose continuity, through no fault of your own, waiting for feedback. I
also miss sitting at a desk and animating all day."

Overtime
Spruce loves cycling and completes the seven-mile route to and from his ofﬁce about three
or four times a week. His favorite ﬁlms include "Raging Bull," "The Matrix," "Toy Story,"
"Apocalypse Now," "Spirited Away," "Blade Runner" and "The Incredibles." Spruce
relaxes by spending time with his children, Ella and Daisy. Spruce's worst job ever was the
not-so-sweet experience of working in a perfume factory.
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Quiz
1

Select the paragraph from the ﬁrst two sections of the article that BEST explains why animators
are not distracted by others while they are working.

2

Which section highlights what Spruce did before he worked at Framestore?

3

4

(A)

the introduction [paragraphs 1-2]

(B)

"Mental Checklist Of Details"

(C)

"Delivering Visual Effects On Time And On Budget"

(D)

"New Software Shortens Time It Takes To Produce Work"

Spruce would be MOST likely to agree with which of the following statements?
(A)

If your priority is making a lot of money, a job as an animator is a good
choice.

(B)

Long hours make it impossible for animators to spend time with their
families.

(C)

You have to be patient and creative to be successful as an animator.

(D)

Although it's fun to create visual effects, it's hard to spend all day on a
computer.

Which of the following BEST explains why making visual effects can be challenging?
(A)

Working on a team is difﬁcult, since everyone has their own ideas.

(B)

Animators constantly have to stare at computer-generated images.

(C)

Staying on budget requires animators to work with cheap software.

(D)

The process of creating a scene and getting feedback can take a long time.
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Dream Jobs: Geographer
By National Geographic, adapted by Newsela staﬀ on 10.17.17
Word Count 894
Level 1070L

Juan Valdes is the oﬃcial geographer of the National Geographic Society. Geography is the
study of how and where humans live.
Valdes guides and assists National Geographic's Map Policy Committee in drawing borders
and disputed territories and deciding how things will be correctly named.
Valdes is also the director of editorial and research for National Geographic Maps. He ensures
all the company's maps and map products are accurate and consistent.

Early Work
Valdes was born in Havana, Cuba, and spent time in Miami, Florida, as a boy. He remembers
coming to Washington, D.C., in winter 1963: “The ﬁrst thing that struck me was that all the
trees had lost their leaves, and it got dark very early. I thought that Washington was the ends
of the Earth.”
Valdes studied geography and cartography — the art of map-making — at the University of
Maryland. After college, he worked as a cartographer at the World Bank.
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Before long, Valdes found his way to National Geographic, starting oﬀ as a typographer in the
maps department in 1975. “In order to master the craft of cartography, it was almost like a
trade apprenticeship," he said. First, he had to familiarize himself with the National
Geographic's typography rules — that is, the fonts and style of text in their writings and how
they are used. He had to set text onto photos and images and other layouts by hand, without
the help of computers.
"Once you mastered that art ... you could go into map production, research, or editorial,”
Valdes says.
Valdes found his cartographic passion in researching and editing maps. He eventually worked
his way to a lead position as director for Editorial and Research.
In his long career, Valdes has seen many changes in the way maps are produced. The
quickness of accessing information now has been "the most amazing thing to occur over the
past 20 years,” he says.
“Back then, no one blinked an eye if you had to get on a plane to go to the source to get the
information. Consequently, the time to produce a map was a lot longer." Detailed maps that
once took a year to make now only take ﬁve weeks or less, he says.

What Is The Most Exciting Part Of Your Work?
“I think what’s most exciting is that you really don’t realize what a dynamic place this Earth is
until you map it on a daily basis," Valdes says. It's not just political changes, he says.
Mountains change heights, he notes, and fault lines — the large cracks in the earth — are
always changing and forming.

What Is The Most Demanding Part Of Your Work?
“Keeping your ﬁnger on the pulse of geopolitical issues," he says. Those issues "can be really
static one day," and the next it's "changes needed on a map coming at you left and right.”

How Do You Deﬁne Geography?
“I think geography ... is what provides context to our lives. At the most basic level, where you
live pretty much dictates who [you] are. At a more abstract level, your daily functions – whether
it be the food you eat, the beverages that you drink, or the type of car that you drive – are all
one way or another dictated by geography.”

Geo-Connection
Valdes starts his day by checking newspapers and news websites for any changes in the
world’s geography that might have occurred overnight. He checks his messages on email and
phone to see if anyone at the U.S. State Department or foreign embassies have new
information on changing place names, political boundaries, or physical features of the Earth.
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Then, it’s oﬀ to the races: researching and editing maps for the Map Policy Committee at the
National Geographic Society. Valdes and his team collect and edit maps that appear in
atlases, magazines, websites, mobile apps and other products that National Geographic
publishes.
Sometimes readers will contact National Geographic to tell them a place name has changed,
Valdes says. If the change is approved by the Map Policy Committee, it will be updated the
next time a map containing that name is published.
In the last months of 2010 alone, Valdes says, the Netherlands Antilles was dissolved and
some of the islands became their own countries. Louisiana oﬃcially changed its state ﬂag. And
the Queen Charlotte Islands, oﬀ the coast of Vancouver, Canada, were renamed Haida Gwaii.
Many places are oﬃcially returning to their former indigenous or historical names, he says.
According to Valdes, maps of the United States are typically updated three times a year.
When such changes occur, Valdes will put out an email notifying the staﬀ of the National
Geographic GeoBee. GeoBee staﬀ members need to be informed of changes right away, as
they make up questions for geography competitions held around the country.

So, You Want To Be A Geographer
To be a skilled geographer, Valdes recommends dabbling in a wide variety of academic
subjects. “Geography needs to be your core area of focus in your studies," he says. But
whether it's history, mathematics or the arts, "they’re all interconnected,” he says.
To stay on top of geographic issues, Valdes recommends brushing up on your knowledge of
history. “With a good background in history, you can see exactly how all the pieces of currentday events are interconnected to the past, the present, and ultimately the future.” Checking
daily news from around the world helps.
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Quiz
1

Read the paragraph from the section "What Is The Most Exciting Part Of Your Work?"

“I think what’s most exciting is that you really don’t realize what a
dynamic place this Earth is until you map it on a daily basis," Valdes
says. It's not just political changes, he says. Mountains change
heights, he notes, and fault lines — the large cracks in the earth — are
always changing and forming.
Which word in the paragraph helps the reader understand what "dynamic" means?

2

3

(A)

daily

(B)

map

(C)

changes

(D)

heights

What is the MAIN reason the author includes the section "Early Work"?
(A)

to compare the job of a typographer with the job of a cartographer

(B)

to compare how maps used to be produced with how they are produced today

(C)

to describe the steps Valdes took to become an oﬃcial geographer

(D)

to describe how Valdes felt about being in Washington, D.C., during the winter

Read the last paragraph of the article.

To be a skilled geographer, Valdes recommends dabbling in a wide
variety of academic subjects. “Geography needs to be your core area
of focus in your studies," he says. But whether it's history, mathematics
or the arts, "they’re all interconnected,” he says.
Which word, if it replaced "core" in the second sentence, would change the meaning of the
sentence?
(A)

essential

(B)

primary

(C)

fundamental

(D)

ordinary
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Read the introduction [paragraphs 1-3].
How does the introduction develop the main idea of the article?
(A)

by showing that Valdes helps other people as a geographer

(B)

by explaining why Valdes wanted to become an oﬃcial geographer

(C)

by describing some of the tasks that Valdes does as a geographer

(D)

by listing in chronological order the jobs Valdes had as a geographer
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